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Sharing Mobile IT Best Practices
Increasingly, police officers work with
mobile devices. In order to be ‘on the
street’ as much as possible and limit
desk time, mobile technology is used
to enable officers to do their job almost
entirely in the field. But how does that
work in practice? What mobile solutions are available? What best practices have been developed and can
be shared from experience with other
police forces? In a workshop setting,
we invite police officers, researchers
and industry experts to share their experiences and plans in making use of
mobile IT. We also aim for establishing
a more long term knowledge exchange.

You can download the first
COMPOSITE report on
ICT trends in
European Policing from:
http://bit.ly/eDVB4m

The workshop is hosted by the
Police Academy of the Netherlands.
The Police Academy, by its member
of executive board Prof. Dr. Pieter
Tops and programme manager Dr.
Theo Jochoms, is also partner of
the COMPOSITE project.
Questions?
Nico Kaptein
+31 30 689 1222
nico.kaptein@capgemini.com
Twitter: @NicoKaptein
Sebastian Denef
+49 160 94836109
sebastian.denef@fit.fraunhofer.de
Twitter: @SebastianDenef

Learning from You
All participants are invited to give a
short presentation (5–10 min) of their
plans and best practices. What are the
core issues? What has worked well or
perhaps less so? In-car or handheld?
Any device? Any place? Any time? What
conditions, support activities and risk
mitigation is needed to make this work
in a police context? What benefits can
really be expected?
Learning from Research
The workshop is part of a larger research effort and we would like to share
with you results from our studies, such
as a trend report on ICT for policing and
the role of social media.
Learning from Industry
Selected industry experts talk about
the latest technology. What is being
developed? What is needed in the
back-end, in terms of infrastructure
and information management?

Who can Participate?
The workshop will be held in English
and is intended for police officers of all
ranks from European police forces who
either (a) have experience in and can
report of using mobile IT (b) currently
work on adopting mobile IT and would
like present challenges and open questions.
What does it cost?
The workshop and accommodation
costs €100 for police officers. This includes workshop participation and an
invited welcome dinner, breakfast and
lunch. The workshop is co-sponsored
by the European research project COMPOSITE. Participants need to cover
their own travel expenses.
How to Apply
To apply for the workshop, interested
police officers can send an email to
nico.kaptein@capgemini.com before
December 15, 2011, including:
• a brief introduction of their position and police force and
• a short description of their interest
in the workshop.
Places are limited and we aim for bringing people together from a variety of
European countries and backgrounds.
This workshop is partially
funded by the European
Commission as part of FP7
in the context of the COMPOSITE project (contract
no. 241918).
More Information:
www.composite-project.eu

